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Abstract 

‘Dark patterns’ are interface design techniques that aim to trick or mislead Internet users. Most 

dark patterns research has been undertaken in the United States and Europe and by User 

Experience or Human Computer Interaction researchers. In this paper, we adopt a media and 

communication studies and science and technology studies approach to investigate where dark 

patterns ‘cluster’ in online environments. A walkthrough of the top 100 New Zealand websites 

leads us to the following findings: 1) dark patterns cluster around financial transactions; 2) the 

most common types of dark patterns constitute a form of interface interference; and 3) dark 

patterns are often deployed as mechanisms to drive revenue, facilitate customer surveillance, and 

reduce business operations costs, and appear to be largely imported from overseas markets. 

Keywords: dark patterns; e-commerce; walkthrough; interface design; User Experience 
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1. Introduction: The dark arts of interface design 

In August 2021, the New Zealand Commerce Commission released a report that criticized sales 

tactics used on customers from the two largest supermarket chains in New Zealand. Both the 

Countdown and New World supermarkets offer rewards-based loyalty schemes that present 

discounted prices to members and other benefits, such as ‘two-for-one’ deals. Not only do the 

schemes provide a means for supermarkets to gather valuable data about consumers’ purchasing 

decisions and shopping habits but, in addition, they create an interface, or touchpoint, where 

customers learn about supermarket products before making purchasing decisions. Central to the 

Commerce Commission’s concerns is that the rewards-based loyalty schemes create a 

manipulative interface that misleads supermarket customers. The report claims that these 

supermarket loyalty schemes reduce price transparency, overstate the true value of the reward, 

and increase the difficulty for consumers to make informed purchasing decisions about products 

(Commerce Commission, 2021). 

Rewards-based loyalty schemes are not the only “dark art” (Stock, 2021) or questionable 

business practice that aims to exploit human psychology for commercial gain. Embedded within 

digital interfaces such as websites and mobile applications are ethically dubious design 

techniques known as ‘dark patterns’. The term dark pattern was coined by User Experience (UX) 

designer Harry Brignull (2010) on the website darkpatterns.org, which catalogues instances 

where established design patterns and user behaviors are leveraged to manipulate or deceive 

users for the benefit of the product owner. Dark patterns are derived from the concept of design 

patterns, where designers capture an instance of a problem and a corresponding solution, abstract 

it from a specific use case, and shape it in a more generic way so that it can be applied and 
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reused in various matching scenarios—typically within a user interface or a sequence of events 

in a software-enabled user experience. In instances where interactions are prescriptive—for 

example, entering an email address in an online form—the design can make the user’s task easier 

by providing options that smooth their pathway through an ‘intuitive’ experience. A dark pattern 

is the use of this approach to mislead a user for the benefit of a product owner, and tricks users 

into performing unintended and unwanted actions.  

Mathur et al. (2019) summarize dark patterns as “interface design choices that benefit an online 

service by coercing, steering, or deceiving users into making decisions that, if fully informed and 

capable of selecting alternatives, they might not make” (p. 2). Scholars argue that dark patterns 

are effective because they utilize insights about human psychology from behavioral science 

(Maier & Harr, 2020) and are often deployed to undermine user autonomy (Waldman, 2020), or 

encourage users towards privacy-unfriendly options (Luguri & Strahilevitz, 2021). Chivukula, 

Watkins, McKay, and Gray (2019) consider dark patterns to be a significant ethical issue in the 

fields of computer science and Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and the practice of website 

development or User Experience (UX). 

In this paper, we investigate where dark patterns ‘cluster’ on popular websites in New Zealand. 

We seek to understand which online activities users are most likely to be engaged in when they 

encounter dark patterns, and to take a snapshot of the prevalence of dark patterns in the largely 

unregulated digital environment of New Zealand. Our research is motivated by several factors. 

First, there is a lack of dark patterns scholarship in the Global South, with studies largely being 

conducted in the United States and Europe. The studies of dark patterns from the Global North 

have revealed how digital interfaces on international platforms such as Facebook and Amazon 
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manipulate their users to support outcomes that are beneficial to those platforms (Frobrukerrådet, 

2018). Many New Zealanders use Facebook and Amazon, but also New Zealand-specific 

websites to watch the news, access government and educational services, conduct e-commerce, 

do their banking, order food and alcohol, and more. Research about the presence of dark patterns 

on New Zealand websites does not currently exist. From our own research, knowledge about 

dark patterns among UX and design professionals in New Zealand is minimal (Author, 2021), 

and therefore New Zealand websites could be deploying dark pattern designs unknowingly. 

Second, the frequency with which New Zealanders are encountering dark patterns is likely 

increasing. New Zealanders spend on average 6 hours and 39 minutes online per day (HootSuite, 

2021), and the COVID-19 pandemic has further integrated the Internet into New Zealanders’ 

everyday lives (Preston, 2021). The Internet is not a distinct ‘cyberspace’ but infrastructure for 

people to work, study, socialize, access essential services, purchase goods and services, and vote, 

among other activities. By interrogating New Zealand websites’ utilization of dark patterns, we 

can begin to understand the degree to which New Zealand Internet users are subjected to 

manipulation in their everyday lives. As it stands, awareness and understanding of dark patterns 

are a significant blind spot in consumer protection and privacy law in New Zealand, and we hope 

this paper offers useful insights for media, design, and privacy scholars, as well as regulators. As 

we have seen from previous research, gauging the presence of dark patterns is useful when 

encouraging regulators to consider interface design as a crucial part of any legislation that aims 

to protect user rights (Utz et al., 2019; Soe et al., 2020). Furthermore, we suggest our findings 

will prove useful in supporting ongoing efforts to increase data literacy in the general population. 
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Thirdly, our focus on popular national websites opens the door for greater understanding of the 

industry contexts in which dark patterns emerge. We explore which types of New Zealand-based 

websites utilize dark patterns, and discuss the reasons these websites might engage in 

manipulative practices. Existing studies of dark patterns have largely neglected to ask these 

questions. This is, perhaps, due to disciplinary preferences. Human-computer interaction (HCI) 

studies have focused on defining typologies of dark patterns (Bösch, Erb, Kargl, Kopp & 

Pfattheicher, 2016; Gray, Kou, Battles, Hoggatt & Toombs, 2018; Mather et al., 2019), debated 

which types of designs constitute a dark pattern (Mathur, Mayer & Kshirsagar, 2021), or, more 

broadly, discussed the development of ethical design practices to combat dark patterns within 

HCI and UX practice (Chivukula et al., 2019; Gray, Bielova, Toth, Santos & Clifford, 2021). 

Legal and privacy scholars have discussed dark patterns in the design of notice-and-consent 

mechanisms (Waldman, 2020), and their efficacy in steering users towards giving up personal 

data (Luguri & Strahilevitz, 2021), while behavioral economists limit their purview of dark 

patterns to ‘choice architecture’, or the design of public policies such as opt in/out questionnaires 

(Rossi, Ducato, Haapio, Passera & Palmirani, 2019). Drawing from our backgrounds in media 

and communication studies, science and technology studies (STS), and UX design research, we 

draw attention to the industry logics and economic systems that incentivize the production and 

spread of dark pattern interfaces and contribute towards the development of a critical dark 

pattern studies. Our research questions are: Where are users most likely to encounter dark 

patterns in everyday online life? What are the most common types of dark patterns and which 

types of websites are using them? What does the most common type of dark patterns and the 

websites that use them reveal about the (re-)production of dark patterns on the New Zealand 

Internet? 
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we provide an overview of 

previous papers that have studied the presence of dark patterns in different jurisdictions and 

digital contexts. These studies investigate the frequency of dark patterns in cookie consent 

windows, mobile games, and shopping websites, but do not explicitly investigate where dark 

patterns constellate during a user journey. We then detail our method in Section 3, describing our 

study set-up and corpus generation, the user journeys we analyzed, and our classification of dark 

patterns. In Section 4 we discuss our results. We share that New Zealanders are likely to 

encounter dark patterns when making a purchase, or when trying to cancel a service or 

subscription, where websites use strategies of interface interference to steer the user towards 

options that benefit the product owner. We also take a snapshot of the presence of dark patterns 

in New Zealand over a three-month period and find that at least 54 percent of the most popular 

websites in New Zealand have one or more dark pattern. The implications of these findings, we 

argue, are that dark patterns are driven by commercial pressures to boost sales and reduce 

business costs. We suggest that future research on this topic needs to pay attention to the market 

logics of dark patterns, the role of dark patterns in surveillance capitalism (Zuboff, 2019), and 

the genealogies of dark pattern libraries (cf. Dieter, 2015).  

 

2. Literature review: Dark patterns spotted in cookie consent windows, mobiles games 

and shopping websites 

In recent years, European scholars have searched for dark patterns in cookie consent windows. 

This was motivated by the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the 

European Union (EU) in May 2018. The GDPR seeks to uphold informational self-determination 
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by increasing transparency requirements for organizations’ data collection practices and 

strengthening users’ rights regarding their personal data (Utz, Degeling, Fahl, Schaub & Holz, 

2019). Prior to the introduction of the GDPR, some commentators predicted that the new 

regulation would lead to a proliferation of dark patterns on EU-based websites (Paternoster, 

2018), with fears that organizations would use deceptive design practices to circumvent the 

intent of the GDPR (Frobrukerrådet, 2018). In response, several EU-based studies (Nouwens, 

Liccardi, Veale, Karger & Kagal, 2020; Soe et al., 2020; Utz et al., 2020) analyzed the interface 

design of cookie consent notifications to determine how many used dark patterns to steer users 

towards the least privacy-friendly options. The study by Utz and colleagues (2020) determined 

that 57.4 percent of consent notifications in the EU have one or more dark pattern. Further, their 

study showed that even small user interface design decisions can “substantially” impact whether 

and how users interact with cookie consent notices. For example, one of their experiments 

indicated that highlighting the ‘accept’ button in a binary choice with ‘decline’, and pre-selected 

choices for different uses of cookies, has a strong impact on whether the user accepts the third-

party cookies.  

Midas Nouwens et al. (2020) conducted a similar study into the use of dark patterns on consent 

pop-ups in the EU following the introduction of the GDPR. Their results show that 88.2 percent 

of consent notifications contained one or more dark pattern. Nouwens et al. also ran user testing 

to determine the efficacy of dark patterns on users’ privacy decision-making, finding that there 

was a ~22 percent increase in acceptance when the opt-out option was concealed behind the 

initial notice (i.e., when at least two clicks were needed to opt out). A study by Soe et al. (2020) 

looked specifically at the prevalence of dark patterns in cookie consent notifications for online 

news services. Manually analyzing 300 consent notifications from Scandinavian and English 
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language news outlets, Soe and colleagues found that almost all of them (297 out of 300) 

employed some level of what they deemed “unethical” design practice, ranging from nudges to 

dark patterns (p. 2).1 

To date, there are two U.S. studies that attempt to determine the presence of dark patterns. Di 

Geronimo, Braz, Fregnan, Palomba and Bacchelli (2020) focused their study on popular 

‘freemium’2 mobile games in the US. Manually analyzing 240 games, they found that 95 percent 

of them contained one or more type of dark pattern and, on average, popular games include at 

least seven different types of deceptive interface designs, such as making it impossible for a user 

to logout, or moving ad buttons (p. 473). The second is an experiment conducted by US-based 

Mather et al. (2019), who performed the first large-scale study of the prevalence of dark patterns. 

Mather et al. developed an automated approach to detect the presence of dark patterns in ~11,000 

shopping websites worldwide and created a large corpus of dark pattern artifacts. They found 

dark patterns in 11.1 percent of websites, but note that this number represents the lower bound on 

the total number of dark patterns on these websites since their automated approach only detected 

text-based user interfaces on a sample of product pages per website.  

However, none of the existing studies into the presence of dark patterns has sought to understand 

where along a user journey dark patterns are likely to cluster. This is not to undermine the value 

in attempts to determine a base-line figure for the prevalence of dark patterns in particular 

environments. It is evident from this research that understanding the scale of dark patterns is 

                                                      
1 Although it doe not mention dark patterns, one study by Gehan Gunesekara and Nora Xharra (2014) has examined 

the privacy notices of companies listed in New Zealand and found that the performance of New Zealand companies 

lags behind overseas counterparts. 
2 Freemium—a portmanteau comprising ‘free’ and ‘premium’—refers to apps that are free to download but 

encourage users to pay with in-app purchases or full and ongoing access to personal data (Consumer NZ, 2016). 
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useful when creating novel taxonomies and corpora of dark patterns (Mather et al., 2019), 

publicly reproaching offenders (Brignull, n.d.), and urging regulators to consider interface design 

as a crucial part of any legislation that aims to protect user rights (Utz et al., 2019; Soe et al., 

2020). However, what is missing from this work to date is a rich account of where dark patterns 

congregate in online environments, and what a user is most likely to be doing when they 

encounter one.      

 

3. Method: How we identified dark patterns across the New Zealand Internet 

Our study is designed to gather empirical data about where dark patterns tend to cluster. We do 

so to spotlight which online activities tend to attract deceptive UX design practices so that we 

might better understand where users are subject to manipulation in everyday life. Our research 

also aims to take a snapshot of the prevalence of dark patterns on popular New Zealand websites 

over a three-month period to get a sense of the scale of the problem in New Zealand. To conduct 

our study, we took the following steps: developing our coding instrument; determining our 

corpus; defining our user journeys; undertaking a three-step empirical data collection and 

analysis. 

3.1.Developing our coding instrument 

To develop our coding instrument, we turned to established frameworks or typologies of dark 

patterns. Mather, Mayer and Kshirsagar (2021) identify a total of 19 definitions of dark patterns, 

which have been grouped into nine different typologies. Of these, Colin Gray et al.’s (2018) 

taxonomy has become one of the most used for analyses of dark patterns. Gray et al. created their 
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taxonomy of dark patterns from the ground up by collecting a corpus of dark patterns submitted 

by users on Twitter. The authors revamped the original dark patterns taxonomy developed by 

Brignull in 2010, introduced new dark patterns, and grouped types of dark patterns into five 

broad strategies, which we summarize in Figure 1, below.  

 

 

Figure 1. Gray et al.'s (2018) taxonomy of dark patterns 

 

Gray et al. explain that ‘nagging’ dark patterns often manifest as a repeated intrusion during 

normal interaction, where the user’s desired task is interrupted one or more times by other tasks 

not directly related to the one the user is focusing on. An example is an e-commerce website 

which requires the user to click through multiple separate attempts to upsell before submitting an 

order. ‘Obstruction’ often manifests as a major barrier to a particular task that the user may want 

to accomplish (Gray et al. 2018), and includes three subclasses: ‘intermediate currency’ (multiple 

currencies, such as game gems), ‘price comparison prevention’ (uncopiable product names), and 
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‘roach motel’ (easy to open an account, yet hard to delete it). An example of obstruction occurs 

on websites that use a cookie consent banner on the home page. These sites can make it difficult 

to opt out of cookies through the website itself; rather, the user must disable them on their 

browser by following a link to a third-party website, where users are presented with a lengthy 

text that must be understood before a user can disable cookies.  

‘Sneaking’ often occurs to make the user perform an action they would prefer not to if they had 

knowledge of it (Gray et al. 2018), and comprises four subclasses: ‘bait and switch’ (a certain 

action seems to have a specific result; instead it causes another, unwanted outcome), ‘hidden 

costs’ (an item initially costs X, but in the basket its value increases), ‘sneak into basket’ 

(unwanted items are added in the basket), and ‘forced continuity’ (e.g., subscription is 

automatically continued after its free trial expires). An example of ‘sneaking’ is a website that 

has multiple instances of hidden costs when signing up for their service. ‘Interface interference’ 

is any manipulation of the user interface that privileges specific actions over others, thereby 

confusing the user or limiting discoverability of important action possibilities (c.f., false or 

hidden affordances) (Gray et al. 2018). This category includes the most sub-classes: ‘hidden 

information’ (options to accept conditions are small/greyed-out), ‘preselection’ (unfavorable 

options are preselected), and ‘aesthetic manipulation’ (distracting manipulation of the user 

interface). This last subclass has four components: ‘toying with emotions’ (countdown to offers 

or emotive language), ‘false hierarchy’ (one option is more prevalent), ‘disguised ad’ (interactive 

games), and ‘trick questions’ (double negatives). An example of ‘interface interference’ is a 

news website that uses delayed drop-down advertisements to encourage users to accidentally 

click on the ad instead of the intended article.  
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The last strategy, ‘forced action’, may manifest as a required step to complete a process, or may 

appear disguised as an option that the user will greatly benefit from (Gray et al. 2018). This 

category has three sub-classes: ‘social pyramid’ (adding friends to obtain benefits), ‘privacy 

Zuckering’ (sharing more personal data than intended), and ‘gamification’ (forced grinding tasks 

to obtain something otherwise available with money). An example of forced action is a media 

website that requires users to create a detailed user profile to access content, especially if the 

profile requires users to hand over more data than is necessary for the service to be functional—

for example, the user’s gender preference.  

As Gray et al. (2018) themselves recognize, categories of dark patterns are not mutually 

exclusive, and it is common for one dark pattern to be grouped into several categories. The 

‘roach motel’ dark pattern, for example, in which a user finds it easy to subscribe to a service but 

very difficult to unsubscribe, fits under both obstruction and interface interference. That said, 

Gray’s taxonomy proved effective in both Di Geronimo et al.’s (2020) and Soe et al.’s (2020) 

studies into the presence of dark patterns, and is, therefore, the taxonomy we have chosen to 

work with for our experiment. Both Di Geronimo et al. (2020) and Soe et al. (2020) note that 

they had to make small adjustments to the taxonomy to suit their specific testing scenarios, with 

both research groups calling for future studies that use Gray’s taxonomy to expand and adapt it 

for use in particular research scenarios.  

To test the utility of Gray’s taxonomy and determine additional rules for the classification of 

dark patterns, the first author began by analyzing Brignull’s live ‘Hall of Shame’ Airtable 

document (see darkpatterns.org) and coding all entries (n=356 at the time of coding) using 

Gray’s (2018) taxonomy. Brignull’s Airtable is an online repository for all dark patterns 
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collected via #darkpatterns and @darkpatterns on the Twitter platform. As part of this process, 

the first author added some additional sub-classes of dark patterns not included in the existing 

taxonomy—for example, ‘fake notification’, or ‘ad delay’. This produced our coding instrument, 

which we then used to categorize instances of dark patterns in our corpus of the 100 most 

popular New Zealand-based websites, see Figure 2, below. The additional sub-classes of dark 

patterns are marked in red. 

 

Figure 2. Our coding instrument (expanded and adapted from Gray et al. 2018). Our additions are marked in red text 
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3.2. Determining our corpus 

We chose to limit this study to websites only, rather than include apps. Apps constitute a unique 

digital environment and therefore warrant a dedicated study, as noted in Section 5, below. To 

determine the list of the most popular New Zealand websites, we used the Alexa ranking, which 

measures traffic to a site relative to all other sites on the web over the past three months.3 We 

filtered results by country and generated our list on 8 June 2021 (for the period 8 March 2021 – 8 

June 2021). After arriving at our list of the top 100 New Zealand websites, we filtered out the 

following: non-English sites (n=1); business-to-business (B2B) sites (n=2); and sites that 

redirected from an organization’s old domain name to their new one (n=2). We replaced these 

four websites with the next four on Alexa’s ranking, arriving at our final list of the 100 most 

popular websites in New Zealand during a three-month period in 2021.  

3.3. Defining our user journeys 

To standardize our analysis of each website, we grouped user journeys into six common types.  

1) Arrival: Landing on the website’s homepage.  

2) Registration: Signing up for a service. 

3) Purchase: Purchasing a product or service. Note, we stopped each purchasing user 

journey after adding the item to cart. We did, however, sign up to subscription 

                                                      
3 The rank is calculated using a proprietary methodology that combines a site's estimated average of daily unique 

visitors and its estimated number of page views over the past three months. They provide a similar country-specific 

ranking, which is a measurement of how a website ranks in a particular country relative to other sites over the past 

month. Alexa was also used by other studies into the prevalence of dark patterns (see Utz et al., 2019; Nouwens et 

al., 2020). 
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services, and donate a small amount of money to news organizations when asked, to 

test the cancellation process (see ‘cancel’, below). 

4) Media content: Engaging in media content on a site—for example, reading a news 

story or watching a television show.  

5) Contact: Noting how easy or difficult it was to find a contact number on the website. 

6) Cancel: Following the off-boarding process to cancel a regular donation or 

subscription. 

 

3.4. Data analysis 

As noted by Soe et al. (2020) and Di Geronimo et al. (2020), there are numerous aspects and 

provisions to dark patterns, many of which can only be assessed qualitatively. Our research 

builds on the work conducted by Di Geronimo et al. (2020) and Soe et al. (2020), both of which 

used the walkthrough method developed by Light, Burgess, & Duguay (2016) to determine the 

presence of dark patterns. The walkthrough method is a qualitative approach that allows 

researchers to step through the various stages of interaction systematically and forensically, 

slowing down the mundane moments of use to consider the cultural meanings and power 

dynamics at each step. As Di Geronimo et al. (2020) argue, this approach is useful because, “in 

some instances ... one can infer the presence of dark patterns only [by] interacting with the 

artefact” (p. 4). Furthermore, the walkthrough protocol ensures consistency in our method; 

however, it did not allow us to investigate websites with restricted access or high barriers of 

entry, such as government or social services, or banking and other financial services. We further 

discuss the limitations to our study in Section 5, below. 
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The first and second authors (media and communication studies and STS) worked together to 

manually analyze all 100 websites, using each website as it was intended to be used for five 

minutes—for example, to purchase a product on an e-commerce website, or to view a news story 

on a media website.4 We classified any instances of dark patterns encountered using our coding 

instrument (Figure 2), taking screenshots to record each dark pattern we found during our 

walkthrough. Disagreements about what constituted a dark pattern and how a dark pattern should 

be categorized were noted for future discussion and comparison with the third author’s findings. 

The third author (UX designer and design researcher) performed another walkthrough of the 

websites, following the established protocol.5 He hid the findings from the first walkthrough to 

ensure objectivity, and recorded any instances of dark patterns he encountered. We then 

discussed our findings as a research group, resolved any disagreements by majority vote, and 

arrived at our results.   

 

4. Results and discussion: Users are most likely to encounter dark patterns when 

completing a purchase 

4.1.  High-level results 

Our data reveals that dark patterns tend to cluster around the purchasing journey, followed by 

arrival on the homepage, and when attempting to cancel a service or subscription. Users are most 

likely to experience some form of interface interference when purchasing a product or service—

                                                      
4 These authors worked on a new HP laptop with cookies disabled and using the standard settings.  

5 This author worked on an Apple MacOS Big Sur (11.5.1), using the Chrome browser (Version 92.0.4515.131 

[Official Build] [x86_64]). He signed out of all accounts associated with the laptop, and cleared cookies after each 

unique website visit. 
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for example, a fake countdown timer to encourage immediate purchase. Users are also likely to 

encounter forced action(s) when browsing e-commerce sites, typically in the form of forced 

registration (i.e. requiring a user to register their personal details in order to use a site). Users are 

also likely to encounter interface interference in the form of interstitial, ‘pop-up’ windows when 

first arriving on an e-commerce website, many of which direct users to sign up for notifications 

or newsletters.  

Users are also likely to encounter dark patterns when accessing media content, or when trying to 

cancel a subscription or donation to a media organization. When accessing media content, 

especially news content, websites are likely to use some form of interface interference to boost 

engagement metrics and drive advertising revenue. More frequently, however, users are most 

likely to encounter some form of obstruction when attempting to cancel a service, donation, or 

subscription (‘roach motel’). Our results also show the users are likely to encounter a form of 

obstruction when trying to find an organization’s contact telephone number. This constitutes a 

new sub-class of dark pattern we have dubbed ‘contact Zuckering’.6 We discuss the implications 

of these findings in detail below.    

                                                      
6 The phrase ‘contact Zuckering’ is inspired by the dark pattern known as ‘Privacy Zuckering’, where users are 

‘suckered’ to give away more privacy. We wish to imply that users are similarly ‘suckered’ by a dark pattern into 

contacting a business via a means that the business prefers and in a way that requires users to hand over personal 

data. 
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Figure 3. Clusters of dark patterns by user journey

 

Across all 100 websites, the most common type of dark pattern strategy was interface 

interference (52 percent), followed by forced action (19 percent), obstruction (15 percent), 

nagging (9 percent), and sneaking (5 percent) (Figure 4). We detected dark patterns in at least 54 

percent of the 100 most popular websites in New Zealand over the three-month period of our 

study. We present the Table that documents our findings in the Appendix (Table 1). 
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Figure 4. Percentage of dark pattern strategies by type 

 

4.2. Mechanisms to drive sales and the disclosure of personal information 

A key finding of this research is that dark patterns are deployed to maximize or drive sales. As 

noted, the most common dark pattern strategy—interface interference—was often found during 

the purchasing journey to encourage the user to purchase a product, or, upon arrival on the 

homepage, to advertise deals or encourage membership or subscription to a service. Common 

examples of interface interference included design features that encouraged impulse buying, such 

as the countdown timer, fake scarcity, or price comparison prevention. One of the biggest 

culprits was Vodafone New Zealand (telecommunication company), on whose site we 

encountered four qualitatively different instances of interface interference during the purchasing 

Nagging Obstruction Sneaking Interface Interference Forced Action
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journey. Dark patterns included the purchase options defaulting to monthly plans, plan details 

hidden when narrowing purchasing decisions, small UI text used when informing users of one-

off fees, and multiple instances of fake scarcity or ‘surprise free options’. The streetwear brand 

Culture Kings was also notable, with four of the seven dark patterns on their site encountered 

occurring during the purchasing journey—for example, the inability to opt out of ‘VIP 

notifications’ from the site, default opt-in to the newsletter, multiple instances of fake scarcity, 

and pushing other items for sale while under-emphasizing the ‘proceed to checkout’ button.   

 

Figure 5. The Culture Kings website uses multiple instances of interface interference to guide user behavior 

 

There were numerous other examples of dark patterns in e-commerce sites to encourage instant 

purchasing behavior. Many retail sites used countdown timers to create a sense of urgency in the 

user. Other sites used notifications such as ‘in stock, ships today!’, to leverage consumers’ bias 

towards instant gratification. This was especially deceptive in the case of Fishpond and Mighty 
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Ape (online-only books and gift stores), and Dick Smith (electronics store), where the websites 

make it difficult or impossible to find out where a product ships from and therefore how long it 

will take to arrive (items can take up to 10 weeks to arrive in New Zealand from the US, China, 

or Europe). Several websites also used dark patterns to overstate a ‘sale’ price, or to suggest that 

the price of an item is cheaper than normal, or when compared with other sites. Harvey Norman 

(technology and furniture store), for example, adds red text to items, such as ‘Price Matched!’ or 

‘Hot Price!’. However, when the researchers tried to compare the ‘Price Matched!’ item with 

other New Zealand websites, we could not find the item for sale anywhere else. Statements such 

as ‘Hot Price’ suggested the item was available at a reduced price; however, when returning to 

the site in ensuing weeks and months, the price remained the same.  

 

Figure 6. Harvey Norman's use of interface design to encourage impulse purchasing 
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E-commerce websites also deployed dark patterns to upsell to users. Air New Zealand (national 

airline carrier), for example, makes it difficult for users to skip premium ‘add-ons’, such as seat 

selection. In this case, the user is required to scroll down to find a small, undistinguished button 

to skip this step, while also encountering a button that effectively ‘warns’ users they have not 

selected a seat—when in fact there is no requirement to do so. Air New Zealand also pre-selects 

insurance for the user and requires them to opt-out of receiving the newsletter. Almost all e-

commerce websites in our corpus used mild forms of dark patterns to try to sell users more items 

before completing the purchase. In the case of Chemist Warehouse—a notably busy website—

the final ‘purchase’ button is difficult to find amongst all the other items the user is asked to 

consider before completing the purchase. 

 

Figure 7. Air New Zealand encourages users to use pay extra to select their seat 
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Dark patterns also commonly appeared on media websites to facilitate sales, whether in the form 

of advertising dollars or individual user subscriptions. For example, Stuff, a popular news site 

that works on a donation model,7 used emotional appeals to encourage user donations—such as, 

“you’ve read 20 articles for free this month …”. Stuff uses footers that block over half of the 

landing page to encourage donations, with no option for ‘no’ (only ‘I’d like to contribute’, ‘I’ve 

already donated’, or ‘maybe later’). The researchers donated a small amount to the site to test the 

cancellation process, finding themselves caught up in a difficult off-boarding process. Donations 

to Stuff are run by an organization called Press Patron, which operates on a separate login 

system. There is nowhere to login to Press Patron from the Stuff website, which makes it difficult 

to cancel or manage donations. Furthermore, after arriving at the correct site to manage 

donations, there is no ‘cancellation’ button; rather, the user needs to input '0' into the amount 

field to cancel their financial contribution, which may confuse some users. The New Zealand 

Herald operates on a ‘premium’ subscription business model. When trying to cancel our 

subscription, we found that we could not do so online; rather, we were directed to call a number 

where an operator asked us to provide a reason for the cancellation (Figure 8).8 In addition, at 

Sky Sport, a user cannot, technically speaking, cancel their account; rather, cancellation is 

framed as a ‘suspension’. Users cannot cancel their Sky TV account online and are required to 

phone a number to speak to an operator.  

                                                      
7 Users are asked to set up a regular, automatic payment to donate to the site. However, all content on the site is free 

to access regardless of whether a user donates. 
8 When we offered ‘we can no longer afford it’ as our reason, there was no attempt to dissuade us. 
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Figure 8. The New Zealand Herald requires users to phone a number and offer a reason to cancel their subscription 

 

Media sites also deployed dark patterns to drive engagement metrics. Both Stuff and The New 

Zealand Herald made constant use of the red, ‘breaking news’ banners at the top of their sites 

even for the most banal stories to encourage users to repeatedly check the website throughout the 

day. Stuff, The New Zealand Herald, ThreeNow, and NewsHub all used the auto-play function 

for embedded video content. In all cases, the websites made it very difficult—at times 

impossible—to either disable this function or pause the video. On Stuff, a video cannot be paused 

until it has started to play. On The New Zealand Herald, a delayed ad drop-down in addition to a 

five-second auto-play countdown makes it very difficult for a user to locate and click the ‘pause’ 

button in time. This is likely a tactic to drive advertising sales, in which higher engagement 

metrics can be used to secure advertising revenue.  
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Figure 9. The New Zealand Herald makes it difficult to find and click the ‘don’t auto-play’ button in time 

The few instances of ‘sneaking’ or ‘nagging’ that we encountered in our walkthroughs also 

related to sales. We classified as ‘nagging’ instances where websites repeatedly (i.e. three or 

more times) used interstitial windows to prompt the user to sign up for a newsletter or register 

their details, such as when navigating through the Countdown website or the Culture Kings 

website. Vodafone used the dark strategy of sneaking when signing up for one of their phone 

plans. The Vodafone website advertises plans at an initial (lower) price, only to add costs near 

the end of the lengthy purchasing journey once the user has already invested time in the process. 

This exploits the cognitive bias known as ‘sunk cost fallacy’, whereby users are less likely to 

back out of a purchase if they have invested time in the process (Waldman, 2020).  

Our results indicate, then, that dark patterns predominantly emerge at the point of, and are 

intertwined with, sales or financial transactions. Many of the top New Zealand websites utilize 

manipulative design tactics to facilitate or continue a sale or transaction. In this sense, dark 

patterns represent an exaggeration of “market manipulation” (Calo, 2013; Hanson & Kysar, 
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1999), in which companies use their knowledge of human psychology and cognitive biases to 

steer purchasing behavior and increase profit. It is, therefore, crucial for future research to 

consider the market contexts in which dark patterns arise. Existing literature on dark patterns has 

largely been silent about the market logics of dark patterns (for exceptions, see Mather et al., 

2019; Mulligan, Regan & King, 2020), focusing instead on the ethics of dark patterns and the 

threats they pose to user autonomy. From our research, it is clear that considerations of the 

industry contexts in which dark patterns emerge is fundamental to understanding the ways users 

are subject to manipulation in everyday life, because conclusions that the designers behind dark 

patterns are unethical or ‘assholes’ (Chivukula et al., 2019) ignores the importance of the 

economic contexts of manipulative interface design. Further explorations into the market logics 

of dark patterns may contribute towards greater understanding of why the market and politics fail 

to reign in egregious digital practices, despite collective outrage or frustration (Acquisti, 

Brandimarte & Loewenstein, 2020; see also Mulligan et al., 2020). 

4.3 Surveillance capitalism and the New Zealand Internet 

Dark patterns are also deployed to create and continue contact with a potential customer, and to 

gather valuable behavioral data about consumer habits. As noted, common examples of forced 

action include requiring individuals to register their personal details to use a site, even in the 

most casual encounter. Many e-commerce sites ask or require users to give over valuable 

personal data such as name, location, age, gender, and shopping or media preferences. Often, 

registration is compulsory to complete a purchase. Other sites make so many repeated appeals 

for user data (i.e. through the use of interstitials) that the site becomes functionally unusable 

unless the user complies with the request. On some sites, for instance on the Farmers 
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(department store) website, the option to complete a purchase as a guest is hidden by interaction 

elements (light grey text against a white background), and requires a user to navigate away from 

the initial notice to select this option. Forced registration therefore appears to be an increasingly 

common practice among e-commerce sites in New Zealand, and constitutes a clear attempt to 

harvest valuable behavioral data from consumers.

The logic underpinning forced registration is to create a channel of communication whereby the 

customer can be contacted and learn of future sales and discounts, and for the organization to 

maintain a record of a user’s consumer habits. In this sense, dark patterns constitute an important 

mechanism of surveillance capitalism (Zuboff, 2019), in which personal data is used to pattern, 

predict, and modify human behavior for the data-driven economy. Given that personal 

information is now “raw material in the political economy of informational capitalism” (Cohen, 

2019), there is clear motivation for websites to extract as much user data as possible through 

design patterns that force registration.  

 

Figure 10. It is common for e-commerce sites to require customers to register before completing a purchase 
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Furthermore, forced registration has significant implications for users’ data privacy. As noted by 

Acquisti et al. (2020), consumers do care about privacy, but find it increasingly difficult to 

manage it in the online environment. From our data, we found that interface design downplays 

the risks of data sharing, frames data sharing as a positive act or social good, and normalizes the 

disclosure of increasingly personal data. For example, the Countdown website frames its use of 

personal data as way of offering an “enhanced” service to customers, allowing them a more 

“personalized and tailored” experience. Factors such as present bias (overweighting the 

immediate gain and underweighting the long-term consequences) and informational asymmetry 

(websites make their privacy policies very difficult to read and comprehend) contribute to users 

giving over personal data and allowing organizations to track their consumer habits (Acquisti et 

al., 2020). For example, the benefits of signing up to a supermarket reward scheme, such as 

accessing sale prices for items, often distract from the long-term privacy implications of allowing 

supermarkets access to a user’s behavioral data—the value of which far outweighs the minimal 

savings on offer. This renders the true costs of privacy intangible, delayed, and uncertain 

(Acquisti, 2004).   

4.4 Automating customer-business relations 

Our data also suggests that dark patterns are used to reduce business operating costs. Another 

common dark pattern we identified is what we call ‘contact Zuckering’, or the use of design to 

obfuscate means of communication that are costly to businesses (e.g., speaking to a customer 

service representative) and steer the user to a more cost-effective means of communication (e.g., 

Frequently Answered Questions, online forms, or an automated web chat). The high prevalence 
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of contact Zuckering in our corpus suggests that the interface between the business and consumer 

is designed to triage customer queries and drive down business costs associated with dealing 

with them. This may disadvantage users who prefer to speak with the business over the phone 

but have low digital literacy, such as the elderly population. As noted above, in many ways dark 

patterns represent a continuation of market manipulation, and contact Zuckering is no exception. 

In this case, dark patterns follow a history of businesses designing customer experiences to 

encourage certain choices. The introduction of free-to-call (0800) numbers in New Zealand in 

the 1990s was an attempt to direct callers to outsourced, cost-effective customer inquiry 

businesses. Contact Zuckering represents a further step in automating the customer-business 

interface, and further limits the choices available to users. 

 

Figure 11. An example of contact Zuckering from the Spark website 
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4.5 Imported and homegrown 

Another key finding is that a significant batch of dark patterns are not being made in New 

Zealand but are imported from elsewhere. Some dark patterns in user journeys (e.g., e-commerce 

processes) were built on near-identical web templates, suggesting New Zealand businesses are 

purchasing software that designs the shopping cart user journey for them. This suggests that 

certain dark patterns are designed by third-party software providers, with little or no awareness 

by UX designers or product owners in New Zealand. For example, JB Hi-Fi and Harvey Norman 

are both trans-Tasman companies, operating out of both New Zealand and Australia. The JB Hi-

Fi website appears to be custom-made, but their development team is incognito. The Harvey 

Norman sites appears to be built on a mix of purchased and custom-made technology, with the 

development team primarily based in Sydney, with only a handful of New Zealand-based 

developers working to localize the site.  

Our previous research into the UX design industry in New Zealand supports our suggestion that 

many dark pattern libraries are being imported. Our research found that UX designers had very 

little awareness or understanding of dark patterns and, when they did, perceived them to be the 

result of ‘asshole design’ on fringe websites (Author, 2021). Research into the genealogies of the 

dark pattern libraries being imported for use in the New Zealand web environment, alongside 

interviews with bespoke interface developers in New Zealand, would contribute a great deal to 

understanding the industry contexts in which dark patterns emerge. It further legitimizes the 

arguments made by Gray et al. (2018) and Chivukula et al. (2019) that there is a need for 

progressive UX design education to be incorporated into tertiary institutions, perhaps in the form 

of design ethics courses. This would help to boost the capacity for UX designers to advocate for 
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users during the course of a workflow and introduce a new layer of accountability between users 

and product owners.  

 

 

Figure 12. A comparison of four shopping cart processes to demonstrate similarities across pattern libraries 

 

Conclusion: Out of sight, not out of mind  

Our study has shown that dark patterns cluster wherever an organization has a financial stake in 

the outcome. Websites utilize dark patterns to steer purchasing behavior, obtain valuable 

personal data about consumer habits, drive advertising revenue, or when simply trying to reduce 

business operating costs. The congregation of dark patterns on e-commerce sites during the 

purchasing journey, in particular, warrants further investigation. A recent report into New 
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Zealanders’ consumer habits claims that the COVID-19 lockdowns have produced a 

“transformational shift” in spending behaviors, as online retail becomes normalized (Anthony, 

2021). Furthermore, artificial intelligence is increasingly being used to direct the formation of 

user experiences based on users’ individual data profiles and their history of behavior in 

mediated spaces. This means that users are highly likely to be increasingly subjected to 

individualized and targeted online manipulation as they conduct online retail. 

Our study is not a comprehensive diagnosis of dark patterns across the New Zealand Internet. 

The fact that our study focused on e-commerce and media sites may be a reflection of how easy 

these sites are to access, for the general population at least. We did not access websites that had 

restricted access, including financial services, government services, and education websites. 

There are, no doubt, many forms of malicious website design that we missed in our 

walkthroughs, whether that is because we simply could not access the site, because we did not 

follow a particular user journey, or the dark patterns occurred in a trans-media context (i.e. on 

the organization’s app).  

However, there are good reasons to take a snapshot of New Zealand’s digital environment in 

order to discover where dark patterns might constellate and what users are most likely to be 

doing when they encounter a dark pattern. First, understanding the presence of dark patterns in 

the digital environment may contribute to regulatory interventions in consumer protection and 

data privacy (Author, 2021) in New Zealand. Second, determining where users might encounter 

dark patterns is an important step if we are to understand the industry and market contexts of 

dark patterns and the digital ecosystems in which they arise. The work undertaken in this study 

opens the door to future empirical research into the design genealogies of dark patterns, 
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especially for the Global South. Finally, as Di Geronimo et al. (2020) demonstrate, users perform 

better in recognizing deceptive or malicious designs if they are informed of the issues. Therefore, 

determining clusters of dark patterns in the most-used New Zealand websites may help bring the 

issue to the attention of the wider public.9 Our hope is that this study establishes the ground for 

work to be done towards developing greater data literacy in this region. 
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Appendix 

 

Dataset available via link: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/touo8jm6wgh1hc4/Table%201.pdf?dl=0 

Prevalence of dark patterns in the top 100 websites in New Zealand from 8 March 2021 until 8 June 

2021. 
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